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SUBJECT: Contact with AECASSOWARY 2 on 22 and 23 October 1959

A meeting with Subject was held in an SR/10 safehouse in Washington on 22
and 23 October, attended byla	 :3 and the under-
signed. L	 :1did not attend the meeting on 23 October. The following
topics were discussed:

1. The Death of Stefan BANDERA

Subject's condolences on the death of BANDERA and flowers were
cabled t	 oslaw STETS'KO in Munich. Subject said he had planned to write
a letter to STETS 'KO suggesting that they work toward unity of the Ukrainian
emigration in an all-out effort to break up RIS plans against them. He decided,
however, to postpone his letter until after he learns what moves, if any, will
be made by OUN/B and what investigations will be conducted regarding BANDERA's
death.

B.L: —lasked Subject whether he thought the BANDERA people
would try to retaliate forJ the death of BANDERA. Subject said he did not think
so, that although there were about 100 OUN/B individuals who might be so moti-
vated that there actually is no one at present trained to execute such an act.
He expects that "a couple hundred" individuals will leave their posts in emigre
nationalistic organizations (especially in the OUN/B) as a result of BANDERA's
death because they will fear a similar fate.

C. Subject strongly feels that if the RIS was responsible for BANDERA's
death that they will not stop now and that BANDERA probably was only the first
to go in an extensive plan for the liquidation of nationalist emigre leaders.
He said if there is such a plan, then he fears for the life of AECASSOWARY 3
and other individuals employed by the AECASSOWARY publications in Munich and
that plans should be considered for bringing AECASSOWARY 3 to the United States.

D. Subject stated it was a very unpleasant experience for him to see
at the requiem service for BANDERA in St. George's in New York the so-called
elite of the OUN/B. He and his colleagues, who are among the older former
members of the OUN, did not recognize many familiar faces. Among this "elite"
are many new people about whom the emigration knows little and who therefore
should not be fully trusted. According to Subject, several individuals ap-
proached him after the requiem service to discuss a successor to BANDERA and
suggested that he take over the leadership of the OUN/B. Subject said he has
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no interest in this regard. He is under the impression that a complete reorgan-
ization and reeducation would be necessary in order to create a really effective
organization and he considers the task too enormous for him to undertake at this
time.

E. Subject said it was even possible that BARDERA's death might have
been accidental. According to reports, when BANDERA left his office to go home
for lunch on that fatal day he stopped off at a market place where he purchased
20 pounds of green tomatoes which he carried home with him. Subject stated that
it was possible that BANDERA (as Subject did all during the War years) carried
a cyanide capsule in his pocket for his own use in ease he was picked up by the
RIS. When he reached into his pocket for the key the capsule might have broken
and if he put the key in his mouth in order to get a better grasp on the sack
or basket of tomatoes he was carrying there might have been enough cyanide on
the key to poison him.

F. There. was some speculation by Subject on the reasons the RIS might
have wanted to liquidate BANDERA at this time. He said it would be very signi-
ficant to him in determining just what the RIS plans for liquidating the emigre
nationalist movement are if he knew whether or not BANDERA had any "contacts"
with any Western intelligence service and whether or not he was engaged in any
bi-lateral operations with the West at this time. Subject said it might be
possible that the Germans were collaborating with BANDERA but he didn't pursue
this question when he was told by the undersigned that she was not aware of
what if any his "contacts" were at the present.

G. Asked how the incident of BARDERA's death could be exploited PP-wise,
Subject said a great deal of thouglatwould have to be given this but at present
he could not see much opportunity for PP play for the following reasons:

(1) The name of BANDERA in the homeland is so synonymous with the
nationalist movement that news of his death by natural causes would cause a
depression of spirit, i.e., now that the nationalist's leaders are being lost,
there is little hope left for us.

(2) The news that BANDEaAlsdeath was the cause of foul play by
the RIS would only tend to convince the Ukrainians in the homeland that the
"KGB" is so powerful as to be able to carry out any plan they have even in the
West--that no one even in the "Free World" can escape their hands--they would
be too scared to continue even limited nationalist pressures on Moscow.

2: Stefan OLYNYK's trip to the Ukraine was discussed and Subject gave the
undersigned an additional portion of his written report. He promised to mail
the last part of the report which covers OLYNYK's ' transportation and documen-
tation in detail. Arrangements were made by Subject to have 	 Clintro-
duced to OLYNYK by Subject at lunch in the Orient Restaurant in Washington the
same day (23 October). (See separate report in OLYNYK's 201 file.)
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3. - Konstantin ZELENKO in London received a letter dated 14 September 1959
Kiev froli*MOVENKO (volodymyr Mikhailovych KOTENKO). The letter (translation)
reads as follows:

"I am sorry that I did not write to you sooner, but I was so busy after
my return from Vienna that there was no time to do anything. I have changed my
apartment since my return from Vienna and several days ago I got a new job. My
new apartment is larger but it is on the eighth floor. I like my new job much'
better and am. now working in the Ministry of Culture. I am connected with the
publishers of Ukrainian translations from foreign literature.

.	 to Andrij (Case Officer Commenttime to
How
write
are you coming along on your master4adissertation? I haven't

had drij ZAIOTOCKYJ, Reading,
England) or to send him the Ukrainian sheet music for which he asked. However,
I have not forgotten and I do want to send it to him. I have the negatives of
the snapshots which I took and as soon as I have prints made I Vill send them
along to you, Andrij and Ivan MAKSYMOVICH (Case Officer Comment,ivan KOSBELIVETS).

Perhaps this is enough for the first letter. I thPnk you for myself,
my wife and my daughter for the gifts you gave me in Vienna: I told my wife
about our meeting and she would very much like to meet you and thank you person-
ally. In short, you must come to Kiev at the first opportunity.

DUBOVENKO
Kiev
Harmashka vul 29/31
Icy . 81"

ZELENKO forwarded the letter to Subject who will advise him regarding
a reply. Subject stated he had not yet decided how they would pursue this con-
tact as he suspects DUBOVENKO as an RIS agent.

4. A letter was received on 11 October 1959 in Edmonton, Canada, in con-
nection with the package mailing program to the Ukrainian SSR under Project
AECUPBOARD. This letter was received in a parcel from a former undeNground
member in the Ukraine. The parcel containing the letter was sent byftkhailo
OLYNYK to his brotherlRoman OLYNYK. There is a third OLYNYK brother living in
Mexico. They are not related to Subject of L	 3 who lives in Washington
and has the same last name. The letter was not dated. The writer addressed
himself to "Dear Maksym", which is Subject, and reads as follows: (translation)

"I have opportunity to send you another letter. I wanted to send it
in the other parcel but I was not sure it would reach you in good condition.
I now have news that the parcel containing my first letter is at my brother's
and believe that he has given you the letter.

Recently I have had opportunity to have contact and an interesting
conversation with one of the individuals to whom you sent greetings in your
letter (Case Officer Comment: Subject said that he did not name any particular
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names in his letter but referred to UTA members in general). I told him about
your wishes to receive word from him. He readily agreed that it might be a
good idea. He said that you must know him. This man spent seven years in a
"kurort" (Case Officer Comment: health resort but actually means prison camp).
He traveled and saw much and he told me about his experiences. I asked him to
tell you a few words about himself. He cautioned me not to mention his name.
He said that you would know who he is anyway. Up until the time of the kurort
he was as he states 'in your company.' Ht_algo knew Lev REBET and Ivan BUTKOVSKY
who wanted him to emigrate. He told aboutrsyp 4USHKO and the meeting with
him in Old Mizun (Near Stanislav). In 1932-38 he was in charge of the liquida-
tion of YATSKEVYTCHE's (phonetical) party, after which he was closely watched
by the Polish police and in 1937 was injured by them. He is an interesting
individual and has not lost hisspirit. You will see this in the letter which
I will send you. I will write other details to you via my brother. I wish
you good health.

Your brother,
Mykhailo"

The letter which he enclosed was not dated and it reads as follows:
(translation):

"Friends. Is it known to wide circles of the Ukrainian emigration
that the Ukrainian National Liberation movement in the homeland has been
liquidated? If there are any illusions in the emigration that it still exists
and is active, then it is merely an illusion. This illusion must be cast aside
and you must look into the situation as it really exists. If we speak only
about those who in their days contributed much toward the national liberation,
then we must admit that there has been a loss of spirit. First of all there
is only a remnant of the national liberation movement left in the homeland.
It exists during the period in which we now live and is being conducted by
those individuals who while in the prisons fell under the influence of 'old
revolutionaries'. Having come out to freedom during the amnesty they began to
spread a 'new theory.' As a result of this 'new theory', the liberation move-
ment which cost so many lives is reduced to nothing and is looked upon as a
shady adventure. The authors of the 'new theory' put the blame on the Ukrainian
political emigres.

It is necessary to call your attention to the fact that such ideas
were being spread earlier. However when the movement . which was organized
underground was in effect these ideas were discarded completely. The ideas
now are being spread among the people. To our great sorrow similar ideas
are coming from those who are known here as the 'amnestied.' Do not think
that the results are great. No, the results are rinotgreat, but unfortunately
they do have some effect. We expect that you will un stand the danger of
this 'new theory' when you consider to .t it was fo	 by HORBOVEY (Case
Officer Comment: Some information o,-"OR3OVEY is given in Attachment A). He
and his friends insisted that the Ukrainian emigration is but a political
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corpse. The destruction of the emigration lies with Western nations who in
their game of politics consider the Ukraine as an object for enslavement. The
political emigre readers in Western countries can only assist in the future
subjugation of the Ukraine to one of these nations. Therefore it is necessary
to create a wide movement among Ukrainians against the leadership of the
Ukrainian emigration, pointing them out as traitors to the interests of the
Ukrainian people. Those who agree with HORBOVEY have rejected the activities
of the political emigration with the idea of developing their own leadership
in the homeland.

While in the camps we didn't think that these ideas reached beyond
the barbed wire fences. However, our opinions were changed when we found our-
selves back home. The 'new theory' still has some sympathizers. We think
that enough has been said in order to reveal the danger to the emigration. It
is necessary to rebel against such ideas which reduce all of our previous
struggles to mere intrigues and reduce the leadership in the emigration to
ordinary adventure seekers. Insofar as possible we strive against these harmful
ideas.

The reasons for the laconism of this letter should be understood.
There still remain important questions, but the length of this letter and the
manner in which it will travel does not permit discussing them further. Glory
to the Ukraine."

5. Various details of EGMA-44342, dated 20 August 1959, regarding Vasyl
MARKUS were discussed with Subject and he commented as follows:

44A1KUS came to the United States because he was plAnning to be married
but his girl broke off with him two months after his arrival here. He has met
a new girl in the United States, aria HASYUK (phonetic), who works in the
offices of Bishop Sheen in New Yo -and probably will be married next spring.

Regar ng MARKUS' financial resources before his arrival in the
United States, ishop Ivan BUCHKO of Rome who thought highly of MARKUS and
had high hopes for him, had promised to give him financial help for studies
in Switzerland and undoubtedly helped him in Paris to some extent. During
the time MARKUS was in Paris he received limited sums of money for articles he
wrote for UKRAINSKY SAMOSTIYNYK, approximately $10.00 monthly from Subject for
helping to mail the INFORMATION BULLETIN, and $60.00 monthly from Kubiyovich
for his editorial activities on the Ukrainian Encyclopedia.

When MARKUS wrote Subject that he was coming to the United States,
Subject offered to help pay for his trip. MARKUS told Subject that he would
not need any money for the trip because the "Plastuny" (Ukrainian boyscouts)
were paying forhis transportation as he was going to represent the group in
France at a rally in the United States.

Subject feels the fact that the Soviets attacked MARKUS' published
doctor's thesis on the ANNEXATION OF ThE CARPATHO-UKRAINE TO THE SOVIET UKRAINE
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is not a valid enough argument against him. The Soviets attacked his book
for the same reason they attacked the PROLOGUE magazine which has limited dis-
tribution and which also is printed only in one language (English). The
Soviets attack anything of an educational nature written by the emigration.
When the attack against him appeared, MARKUS told Subject that he was not very
much disturbed because he now felt free to write anti-Soviet material under'
his true name.

MARKUS is disliked by many people in the emigration, although no one
seems to have a really valid reason for their dislike. AECASSOWARY-4 and 27

i(

both dislike him intensely, but when asked by Subject wh ,,they have no specific
reasons except that they just do not like or trust him. van KASUBA, according
to Subject, was supposed to have said he would like "to ompletely ruin" MARKUS
but that he did not have any really concrete material against him.

MARKUS is a peculiar individual. He is very reticent and does not
discuss his personal affairs with others. He is clever, ambitious and he seeks
flattery. He defends anyone and everyone accused by others of espionage where
there is no concrete evidence against the individual. One of his arguments is
that certain individuals might have been forced to promise to work with the
Soviets but that does not mean that they were sincere in their promise. Be
told Subject thaiipr. Vasyl DANKO, who now works at the Columbia University
Library, was fore' a to sign an agreement to work with the Soviets but that he
is -extremely anti-Soviet, that DANKO keeps himself practically in hiding,
refusing to speak or write under his true name, as he does not want the Soviets
to get to him or try to make any use of his position.

Subject said, let us not make the mistake of thinking all Carpatho-
Ukrainians are HIS agents because that would be playing right into the hands
of the RIS. The RIS would like very much for the emigration to cast aside the
talents of such able and intelligent people as MARKUS an aroslav PELENSKY.

When Subject added MARKUS to the Prolog staff he did so knowing of
the suspicions against him and with the idea in mind that if MARKUS in effect
was a Soviet agent he would now be forced to participate in activities against
the Soviets and do so in a way in which Subject would direct, or Subject would
determine once and for all whether or not MARKUS is a Soviet Agent. Subject
studied MARKUS very closely during the period of his employment with Prolog.
On one occasion MARKUS suggested that only lop copies of the IB be mailed into
the UkSSR, stating the probabilities of reaching the addressees might be greater.
Subject told him that they would do so if MARKUS would accept full responsibility
for the results. Subject told him that you can hang 100 people who receive
anti-Soviet literature but you cannot hang 4-6,000. MARKUS said he hadn't
thought of it in that way and withdrew his recommendation.

MARKUS was interested in a professorship at an American university,
and in September 1959 left the full time employ of Prolog to accept an assignment
as teacher of French and Russian at Notre Dame.



In conclusion Subject stated that if MARKUS is an RIB agent. then why
would he leave Prolog employ. On the other hand, if he was directed to leave
because he wasn't passing enough information to the Soviets (because of the
tight compartmentation at Prolog) then Subject has to suspect one of the
remaining employees of RIB connections because it is unlikely tie Soviets
would withdraw an agent who was successful in penetrating Prolog unless they
had another one there to take his place. If (as a follow-up move to their
liquidation of Randers) the Soviets are planning ::ipura" against Prolog,
then they may have removed their agents (MARKUS,	 VRYNEAKO Whom Subject
has suspected of possible RIB connections and who also left Prolog recently)
in order to protect them from harm and such "agentura" can be expected in the
very near future. Subject said all these possibilities have occurred to him
and have been a source of constant concern by him but that if he continues to
put emphasis on all the possibilities then the only thing left for him to do
is to close the Prolog offices. This would be making it all too simple for the
Soviets. Therefore, he continues Prolog activities using every precaution and
means at his disposal to continually study all the personnel with whom he has
contact.

C	 j



AECASSOWARY contact in Poland and former underground member), Yaroslaw HOROBOVEY
was in a Soviet prison in 1956-57. His wife also had made statements via the
Soviet press that he was a traitor to the Soviet Ukraine.

HOR4OVEY is a lawyer by profession. He was counsel for the defense of
Stefan BANDERA at the trial in Warsaw. At that time H01503OVEY was a member of
the OUN. In 1940-41 HOROBOVEY's brother (fnu) was sent from Krakow to Lvov where
he was arrested by the Soviets but was released in about a month after agreeing
to become an agent for the NKVD. He confessed to someone in the OUN that he
was an agent. Certain individuals from OUN/M informed the Gestapo who arrested
him and he died shortly thereafter in a concentration camp.

EY. According to YURKO (Jerzy SZYNAROWSKI E.-Yaroslaw HOE

ATTACBNERT A

In 1941 Yaroslaw HOROBOVEY was in Krakow as head of the Ukrainian National
Committee. The OUN put him in charge of the Lvov area. Until the end of the
war he remained in Krakow as prosecuter in a Polish court. Subject had no
contact with HOROBOVEY at this time.

In 1943 or 1944 HOROBOVEY met Subject in Lvov and told him that he
wanted to join the underground. Subject was not in charge at this time so he
presented the case to his UPA leader but also stated his opposition to having
HOROBOVEY accepted into the UPA. HOROBOVEY was not supplied with an underground
contact and Subject lost track of him for some time. In 1946 Subject traveled
across the border from Rome to Innsbruck, Austria to meet BANDERA and other
members of the OUN. BANDERA told Subject at that time that HOROBOVEY was a
guest in his home. HOROBOVEY told BANDERA that he had come from ORLAN in the
Peremyel area where he had worked with ORLAN's group and that he had been
assigned by ORLAN as liaison officer to the foreign embassies in Warsaw and
specifically liaison to Palish underground representatives. He also stated
that ORIAN had sent him out as foreign representative of the underground.
Subject asked BANDERA to arrange for HOROBOVEY to meeti with him so that he
could check out his bona fides. When they met HOROBOVEY did not mention to
Subject that he was sent as foreign representative. Subject told HOROBOVEY
that he understood he was liaison officer to Poland, that he accepted this
fact and told him to go the following day with one of his men to the border
where he would meet certain Polish representatives from London. HOROBOVEY had
no passport but he agreed to go. He returned with Subject's courier (Subject
said he thinks it was Evhen STAKB1V) and talked to BANDERA who 'called Subject
to tell him that HOROBOVEY was back and that he asked to be permitted to go
to Czechoslovakia as soon as possible. He didn't say why but only that
HOROBOVEY had changed his mind and wanted to go. Contrary to HOROBOVEY's
wishes, Subject met him again one day to inquire about his trip. HOROBOVEY
relayed to Subject some news items which he picked up from other couriers but
offered no new information.
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HOROBOVEY was married to a Czech or Polish woman, Subject could not remem-
ber, but he hadn't bes_living with his wife and after the Warsaw trial, he
married another womanANPAVENSKA, whose husband also was a legal counsel at the
trial. Since Subject could not persuade HOROBOVEY to remain, even after pro-
misOing him the assignment as ZP secretary to Poland, Subject gave HOROBOVEY
some money to buy a few things for his children and told him to go. HOROBOVEY
lived in Innsbruck with a DP lawyer for several months, after which time he
desappeared. Nothing was heard from him until years later when the Soviet
press printed news of his arrest ca. 1955-56.
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